OFFICIAL REPORT
OF THE
MONTANA
CODE COMMISSIONER — 1983

In accordance with 1-11-204(5)(c), MCA, the Montana Code Commissioner hereby reports all changes made during the continuous recodification and since the last report (1981).

The law requires a report in tabular or other form explaining all changes made other than punctuation, spelling, and capitalization. In addition, 1-11-103, MCA, provides that:

In case of any inconsistency in meaning arising through omission or otherwise between the provisions of the Montana Code Annotated and the corresponding portion of the official enrolled bill on file with the secretary of state, effect shall be given to the official enrolled bill.

———

TITLE 2

2-4-308. In (1), changed “the effective date of this act” to “October 1, 1983”.
2-4-405. In (6) (two places), changed “2-4-405” to “this section” — arrangement.
2-8-112. In (4), following “proposed bill”, changed “for” to “to” — grammar.
2-15-105. Changed “Title 2, chapter 15, part 1” to “this part” (two places).
2-15-213. In (2(a), changed “[this act]” to “Title 75, chapter 7, part 3” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (3), changed “section 4(2)(a)” to “subsection (2)(a)”.

2-15-1018. In (2), inserted “of administration” after “department” — clarity, arrangement.
2-15-1805. In (1), changed “[section 20]” to “2-15-1806 and 2-15-1807” — correction of erroneous reference; deleted former (3), which read “Members must be appointed within 60 days of [the effective date of this act] in accordance with the manner prescribed in 2-15-124” — temporary; in (4), changed “[sections 1 through 3 of Initiative 95 and section 1 through 16] and 17-6-201 and 17-6-211” to “17-6-201, 17-6-211, and Title 17, chapter 6, part 3” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
2-15-1815. In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “Title 90, chapter 7”; in (4), changed “[section 9]” to “90-7-203”.
2-17-109. In (1), deleted “building” after “capitol” — redundant; in (1) (two places), (2), changed “legislative assembly” to “legislature” — conformity with 1972 Montana Constitution.
2-17-110. Deleted “building” after “capitol” — redundant; changed “this act” to “2-17-109” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
2-17-302. In (1)(d), changed “communication” to “communications” — uniform terminology; in (1)(g), inserted “as” — grammar.
2-17-313. In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “2-17-312”.
2-17-502. In (1), inserted “of administration” — arrangement.

———

TITLE 3

3-5-511. In (2), changed “give to each witness” to “give to the witness” — grammar.
3-5-604. In (1), inserted “of” before “$2” — grammar.

———

TITLE 5

5-2-402. In (2(c), inserted “(2)” after “this subsection” — arrangement.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
5-18-203. In (1), inserted “coal tax oversight” before “subcommittee” — arrangement.

TITLE 7

7-1-111. In (6), changed “department of lands” to “department of state lands” — correct name of
department; in (12), changed “fish and game” to “fish and wildlife” — correct name of title, and
inserted “(streambeds)” — clarification.
7-3-171. Changed “[sections 1 through 25]” to “7-3-171 through 7-3-193”.
7-3-174. In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 25]” to “7-3-171 through 7-3-193”.
7-3-175. In (3), changed “[section 3(2)]” to “7-3-173(2)”.
7-3-177. In (1), changed “[section 3(1)(c)]” to “7-3-173(1)(c)”.
7-3-178. In (1), changed “[section 19]” to “7-3-187”.
7-3-181. In (1), inserted “the” before “vice-chairman” — grammar.
7-3-186. In (2)(d), changed “[section 19]” to “7-3-187”.
7-3-188. In (2), changed “[section 19]” to “7-3-187”.
7-6-301. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this part”.
7-6-304. In (1), changed “[section 9(a)]” to “7-6-309(1)”.
7-6-308. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 4, 6, and 7]” to “7-6-304, 7-6-306, and 7-6-307”.
7-6-309. In (5), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the
new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the
meaning of the reference.
7-6-4453. In (2), inserted “for” after “provided” — grammar.
7-8-2513. In (1), deleted “or persons” after “person” — redundant; changed “are” to “is” — grammar.
7-12-4603. In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “7-12-4602”.
7-12-4605. In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “7-12-4604”.
7-12-4606. In (1)(a), changed “[section 4]” to “7-12-4604”.
7-13-4405. Changed “person” to “personal” — correction of recodification spelling error.
7-14-245. In (1), changed “an” to “and” — correction of typographical error.
7-16-2108. In (2), changed “for” to “of” — grammar.
7-16-4114. In (2), changed “for” to “of” — grammar.
7-21-2105. In (2), changed “livestock commission” to “board of livestock” — executive reorganization, see
82A-1303 as enacted by sec. 1, Ch. 272, L. 1971.
7-21-2114. Changed “department of administration” to “department of commerce” — sec. 2, Ch. 287, L. 1983,
and Executive Order No. 4-83.
7-22-2443. In (1), changed “7-22-2242” to “7-22-2442” — correction of typographical error.
7-22-2501. In introduction, changed “[sections 4 through 9]” to “this part”.
7-22-2512. In (1)(b), inserted “the” before “part” — grammar.
7-32-303. In (6), changed “subsection (a) and (c)” to “subsections (5)(a) and (5)(c)” — correction of
incomplete reference.

TITLE 10

10-2-101. Changed “[2-15-2202 as renumbered pursuant to section 1]” to “2-15-1205”.
10-2-301. In (1), changed “armed service” to “armed services”.
10-2-402. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “Title 39, chapter 30”.
10-3-311. In (2), changed “shall be” to “is” and in (3), changed “will” to “must” — uniform style.
10-3-404. In (1), inserted “and” before “the conditions” and changed “orders or resolutions” to “order or
resolution” — grammar.

TITLE 13

13-15-104. Rearranged (2)(b) — sentence structure; in (3), inserted “he” — grammar.
13-27-303. In (2), changed “Title 13, chapter 27” to “this chapter” — arrangement.
(2)(a), (2)(e), and (2)(f)” — arrangement.

TITLE 15

15-1-501. In (1)(b), changed “electric” to “electrical” — grammar; in (1)(e), inserted “[company]” — clarity.
15-6-134. In (2)(a), changed “[1(a)] through (1)(c)” to “(1)(a) and (1)(b)” and in (2)(b), changed “[1(d)]” to
“(1)(c)” — correction of inaccurate reference.
15-6-201. At end of (1)(j), deleted “and” — redundant.
15-6-202. In (5), changed “include” to “includes” — grammar.
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15-7-201. In (3), changed “[effective date of this act]” to “January 1, 1986”.
15-8-111. In (5), changed “15-6-131, 15-6-132, and 15-6-133” to “15-6-131 through 15-6-133” — uniform style.
15-16-611. In (1), inserted brackets around “as described in 15-6-134(1)(c)” — see compiler’s comments.
15-23-101. At end of (4) and in (6) after “[2]”, deleted “and” — redundant.
15-23-107. Changed “15-23-102” to “15-23-102(2)” — arrangement; sec. 1, Ch. 253, L. 1983, was enacted as subsection (1), relegating rest of section to subsection (2).
15-23-616. In (1), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 1983” (two places).
15-23-701. In (1)(d), inserted “as defined in 15-35-102(1)” — the definition of “contract sales price” contained in Ch. 525, L. 1975, and codified as 15-35-102(1) is applicable to 15-23-701, which was also enacted by Ch. 525, L. 1975. This change is necessary to clarify that “contract sales price” as used in 15-23-701 is defined by 15-35-102(1); in (2), changed “15-23-701” to “this section” — arrangement.
15-30-150. In (3), changed “[section 2]” to “87-5-121”.
15-31-116. In (1), changed “Title 15, chapter 31, part 1” to “this part”.
15-31-141. In (5)(b), changed “subsection (1)” to “subsection (5)(a)” and changed “15-31-141” to “this section” — arrangement.
15-32-107. In (6), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “Title 69, chapter 3, part 7”.
15-32-401. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
15-32-404. Changed “[section 2]” to “15-32-402” (two places); changed “[section 3]” to “15-32-403”.
15-32-405. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” (two places) — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; inserted “and” before “15-31-123” — grammar.
15-32-407. In introduction, (1), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (3), changed “[section 2]” to “15-32-402”.
15-35-107. In (1)(d), inserted “under 15-23-701 or a statement” — as enacted, the reference to “this chapter” in 15-35-107(1)(d) referred to Ch. 525, L. 1975. Part of Ch. 525 is codified as Title 15, ch. 35, and the remainder of Ch. 525 is codified as Title 15, ch. 23, part 7. Section 15-23-701 requires the filing of a statement and the provisions of 15-35-107 are applicable to the failure to file the statement required by 15-23-701. This change is necessary to clarify that 15-35-107 is applicable to a failure to file a statement under 15-23-701.
15-35-113. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-35-112”.
15-36-114. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-36-113”.
15-37-104. In (4), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference and the new reference overlap, with some material in the prior reference not contained in the new reference but which material does not affect the meaning of the reference; inserted “and” before “15-31-123” — grammar.
15-37-115. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-37-114”.
15-37-211. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-37-210”.
15-38-111. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-38-110”.
15-38-202. In (3), changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “Title 75, chapter 10, part 6”.
15-51-110. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-51-109”.
15-53-106. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-53-105”.
15-58-111. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-58-110”.
15-59-113. In (2), changed “hereinafter provided for” to “provided in subsection (3)” — arrangement; changed “[section 1]” to “15-59-112”.
16-4-202. In (11), inserted “and 16-4-404” — rearrangement.
16-4-204. In (1)(a), (1)(c), (1)(d), changed “(6)” to “(1)” and in (2)(c), changed “(7)” to “(2)” — rearrangement.
16-4-404. In (2), (3), changed “part” to “code” and in (7), changed “above provided” to “provided in subsections (2) through (6) and 16-4-204” — rearrangement.

TITLE 17

17-2-107. In (2), changed “17-2-107(3)” to “subsection (3)”.
17-5-205. Changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “April 19, 1983”.
17-5-414. Changed “part 4” to “part 8” — see compiler’s comments.
17-5-415. Changed “part 4” to “part 8” — see compiler’s comments.
17-5-416. Changed “part 4” to “part 8” — see compiler’s comments.
17-5-417. Changed “[section 2]” to “17-5-416”.
17-5-801. In introduction, (2), (3), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.
17-5-802. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.
17-5-803. In (1), (3), (5), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”; in (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-805. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.
17-5-806. Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”; changed “[section 5]” to “17-5-805”.
17-5-901. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-902. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-903. In introduction, (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-914. Rearranged — sentence structure.
17-5-922. In (1) (two places), (4), (5), (6), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-923. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-924. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-925. In (1), (2) (two places), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-926. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-928. In (1) (two places), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-929. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-930. In (1), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-1101. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-1102. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not
affect the meaning of the reference; in (1)(b), inserted “(1)” after “this subsection” and in (7)(c), inserted “(7)” after “this subsection” — clarity, arrangement.

17-5-1103. In (1), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1104. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1105. In (1) (three places), (2), (3), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1111. In (7) (three places), (8) (two places), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1112. In (3)(a), changed “[section 2]” to “17-5-1102”.

17-5-1501. Changed “[Sections 1 through 28]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1503. In introduction, (2), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), changed “[section 27]” to “2-15-1805”.

17-5-1504. In (3), (4), (7), (8), (10), (11), (18), changed “[sections 1 through 28]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1506. In (1), changed “[section 13]” to “17-5-1516”; in (1), (5), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1507. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 28]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2), changed “[section 15]” to “17-5-1515”.

17-5-1517. Changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” (two places) — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1518. Changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1519. In (1) (two places), (2), (2)(a), (3), (4) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1520. In (1), (2), (3), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1521. In (1)(a), changed “[section 24]” and “[section 26]” to “17-5-1526 and 17-5-1527” — see sec. 19, Ch. 686, L. 1983, containing “[section 24]” and sec. 21, Ch. 701, L. 1983, containing “[section 26]” and instructions to code commissioner in sec. 32, Ch. 686, L. 1983; in (1)(b)(iv), changed “[section 2]” to “17-5-1502” — correction of erroneous reference; the reference is apparently to section 2 of Ch. 701, L. 1983, which is a declaration of legislative policy; in (2)(b), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1523. Changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1525. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2), changed “[sections 3 through 26]” to “17-5-1505 through 17-5-1529” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1526. In (1), inserted “[other than major projects]” — clarification; changed “[sections 1 through 28]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1)(a), changed “[section 2]” to “17-5-1502”; in (1)(d), changed “[section 19]” to “17-5-1519”.

17-5-1527. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 26]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1)(d), changed “[section 17]” to “17-5-1519”.

17-5-1601. Changed “[this act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-1602. In (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1603. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” (three places) — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1604. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (4), changed “[section 21]” to “17-5-1630”.

17-5-1605. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1606. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” and in (3), changed “chapter” to “part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1607. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1608. In (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1609. In (1) (two places), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1610. In introduction, (5), (9), (14), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (3), changed “[section 23]” to “17-5-1641”.

17-5-1611. In (8), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1612. Changed “chapter” to “part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1613. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1614. In (1), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1615. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” (three places) — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1616. In (1)(a), (1)(c), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1617. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” (two places) — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1618. In (1), changed “[section 28]” to “17-5-1646”; in (1)(a), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1619. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1620. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” (three places) — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1621. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1622. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1623. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1624. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-5-1625. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
17-5-1651. In introduction, (1), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-6-201. In (1), deleted “and [sections 1 through 16]” after “this chapter” — codification, sections 1 through 16 are part of “this chapter”; changed “[sections 1 through 16]” to “part 3” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-6-211. In (6), changed “[section 19]” to “2-15-1805” — correction of erroneous reference.

17-6-302. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 16 and Initiative 95 approved by the people at the election on November 2, 1982]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), changed “[section 19]” to “2-15-1805” — correction of erroneous reference; deleted “Committee means the economic development oversight committee created by [section 17]” — redundant; section 17 of introduced bill creating oversight committee was deleted during legislative process; in (8), changed “[section 3 of Initiative 95]” to “17-6-305” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-6-304. In (1)(a), (1)(b), changed “subsection (a)” to “subsection (1)(a)” and in (1)(b), changed “subsection (b)” to “subsection (1)(b)” — correction of incomplete reference; in (1)(a), (1)(b), changed “17-8-103” to “17-8-103(1)” — correction.

17-7-111. In introduction, inserted “parts 1 through 3 of” — arrangement.

17-7-401. In introduction, inserted “the” before “agency’s” — grammar.

17-7-404. In (7), changed “[sections 1 through 5]” to “this part”.

17-7-405. Changed “[sections 1 through 5]” to “this part”.

17-8-104. In (1)(a), changed “subsection (a)” to “subsection (1)(a)” and in (1)(b), changed “subsection (b)” to “subsection (1)(b)” — correction of incomplete reference; in (1)(a), (1)(b), changed “17-8-103” to “17-8-103(1)” — arrangement.

17-8-241. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “17-8-242 through 17-8-244” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-8-242. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “17-8-244”.

17-8-243. Changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “17-8-242” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

17-8-244. In introduction, changed “[section 2]” to “17-8-242”, in (4), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 1983”.

TITLE 18

18-1-203. In (4), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “Title 17, chapter 5, part 8”.


18-4-121. Changed “[Sections 1 through 45]” to “This chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-122. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-123. In introduction, (17), (20), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-124. Changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-126. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2), changed “[Sections 1 through 45] require” to “This chapter requires” — grammar, the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
18-4-132. In (1), changed “[section 24]” to “18-4-313”; in (1), (2), (four places), (3), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), (2), (3), changed “apply” to “applies” and in (3) changed “do” to “does” — grammar; in (2), changed “[section 3]” to “18-4-123” and changed “[sections 37 through 43]” to “part 4”.

18-4-133. In (1), (3), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-221. In (1) (four places), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-224. In (2)(e), changed “[section 33]” to “18-4-225”.

18-4-226. In (1), changed “[sections 34 through 36]” to “this section” — arrangement.

18-4-231. Changed “[sections 28 through 31]” to “18-4-231 through 18-4-234”.

18-4-241. In (3)(a), changed “subsection (3)(a)” to “this subsection”.

18-4-301. In introduction, changed “[sections 12 through 27]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-302. Changed “[section 14]” to “18-4-303”; changed “18-4-104; Title 18, chapter 5; Title 18, chapter 8; and [sections 15 through 17]” to “18-4-133, 18-4-304 through 18-4-306, and chapters 5 and 8 of this title” — sections renumbered, the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-303. In (4), changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-304. In (3), changed “[section 14(2)]” to “18-4-303(2)”.

18-4-306. In (2), changed “[section 17]” to “this section” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-312. In (4), changed “Title 18, chapter 2, parts 2 and 3” to “chapter 2, parts 2 and 3 of this title”; changed “[sections 1 through 45]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-401. In introduction, changed “[sections 12 through 27]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-403. Changed “[sections 12 through 27]” to “part 3” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-4-404. Changed “[sections 12 through 27]” to “part 3” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-7-104. In (2), (3) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 45], [section 46], or 18-7-104” to “this section, 18-7-107, or chapter 4 of this title” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

18-7-105. Changed “[sections 1 through 45], [section 45], [section 46], or 18-7-104” to “chapter 4 of this title, 18-7-104, or 18-7-107” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

TITLE 19

19-3-509. In (2)(b), inserted “this” before “subsection (2)” — clarity.

19-4-302. In (1)(d), (1)(e), inserted “this” before “subsection (1)” — clarity.

19-6-305. In (2)(b), inserted “this” before “subsection (2)” — clarity.

19-7-309. In (2)(b), inserted “this” before “subsection (2)” — clarity.

19-8-304. In (3), changed “19-8-304” to “subsections (1) and (2)” — rearrangement.

19-9-405. In (2)(b), inserted “this” before “subsection (2)” — clarity.

19-12-502. In (2)(g), changed “[section 2]” to “19-12-105”.

19-12-504. In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “19-12-105”.

19-13-404. In (2)(b), inserted “this” before “subsection (2)” — clarity.

TITLE 20

20-2-121. In (1), inserted “and” before “specialist certification” — grammar; in (10), changed “[section 2]” to “20-7-131”.


20-6-315. In (4)(b)(i), changed “[section 5]” to “20-6-318”.

20-6-316. In (2), changed “[section 4]” to “20-6-317”.

20-6-317. In introduction, changed “[section 3]” to “20-6-316”; in (5)(b)(i), changed “[section 5]” to “20-6-318”; in (5)(b)(ii), changed “[section 6]” to “20-6-319”.

20-6-318. In introduction, changed “[section 2]” to “20-6-315” and “[section 4]” to “20-6-317”.

20-6-319. In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “20-6-315” and “[section 4]” to “20-6-317”. [Without] — this section was inserted in HB 428 (Ch. 617, L. 1983) by a House standing committee amendment that used the word “without”. The word “with” was inadvertently and erroneously substituted.

20-6-321. Changed “[section 2]” to “20-6-315” (two places) and “[section 6]” to “20-6-319”.

20-6-402. Changed “[section 2] or [section 4]” to “20-6-315 or 20-6-317”.

20-6-403. Changed “[section 2] or [section 4]” to “20-6-315 or 20-6-317”.

20-9-113. In (4), changed “in 20-9-113” to “by this section” — reflects codification of (4) as part of 20-9-113.

20-9-316. In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “20-9-322”.

20-9-318. In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “20-9-322”.


20-15-311. In (8), changed “[section 1]” to “20-15-241”.


20-15-403. In (1), changed “[section 19]” to “41-3-1132”.

20-20-401. In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “20-20-417”.

TITLE 22

22-2-302. In (1), inserted “provided for in 2-15-1521” — arrangement; in (2), changed “[section 5]” to “22-2-303”.

22-2-304. In (2), changed “[section 2]” to “2-15-1521”.

22-2-306. At end of (2)(a), inserted “and” — arrangement; at beginning of (2)(b), deleted “A grantee must agree in writing that” — arrangement.

22-2-401. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

22-2-403. In introduction, (1), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

22-2-404. In (1), (3)(b), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2)(a), changed “[section 3(2)]” to “22-2-403(2)”; in (2)(b), changed “[section 4(1)]” to “subsection (1)”.

22-2-405. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

22-2-406. In (1), (1)(e), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1)(f), changed “[section 4]” to “22-2-404”.

22-2-407. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

22-2-408. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

22-3-424. In (2), changed “is” to “are” — grammar.

TITLE 23


23-2-526. In (3), changed “this part” to “45-8-101 and 45-8-111” — arrangement.

23-3-301. In introduction, changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter”; in (1), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-1882”.

23-3-401. In (1), changed “[section 6]” to “23-3-402” — correction of erroneous internal reference; section 6 is codified as 23-3-404.

23-3-404. In (4), changed “[section 12]” to “23-3-603”.

23-3-405. In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
23-3-502. In (2), changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter”.
23-3-601. In (2), changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter”.
23-3-602. In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “23-3-601” — more specific reference; changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter”.
23-3-603. In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter” (two places).
23-3-611. Changed “[sections 2 through 13]” to “this chapter”.
23-5-104. In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “subsections (2) through (5)”; in (2), changed “23-5-104” to “subsection (1)” and changed “this section” to “subsections (2) through (5)” (two places) — arrangement; in (3), changed “(3)” to “(4)” — arrangement.
23-5-121. In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “subsections (2) through (5) of 23-5-104”.

TITLE 27

27-1-717. In (4), (4)(c), changed “[section 1]” to “this section” — arrangement; in (4)(c), changed “between” to “with” — grammar.
27-6-404. In (2), inserted “or” before “state licensing board” — grammar.

TITLE 30

30-8-102. In (5), changed “[section 53]” to “30-8-408”.
30-8-105. In (2), changed “[section 53]” to “30-8-408”.
30-8-108. Deleted brackets around “this chapter”.
30-8-201. In (2), changed “[section 53]” to “30-8-408”.
30-8-320. In (3), changed “[section 45]” to “30-8-321”.
30-8-403. In (5)(a), changed “[section 53(3), (6), and (7)]” to “30-8-408(3), (6), and (7)”; in (6), changed “[section 53]” to “30-8-408”.
30-9-203. In (1), changed “[section 45]” to “30-8-321”.
30-9-302. In (1)(b), changed “[section 45]” to “30-8-321”.
30-9-312. In (1), changed “[section 50]” to “30-9-114”; in (7), changed “[section 45]” to “30-8-321”.
30-10-104. In (2), inserted “or” before “any agency” — grammar.
30-10-105. In (3), deleted “this” before “subsection (2)” — rearrangement.
30-11-701. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
30-11-703. In introduction, changed “[section 2]” to “30-11-702”.
30-11-704. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; changed “[section 2]” to “30-11-702”.
30-11-711. In (1), (2), changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
30-11-712. Changed “[section 2]” to “30-11-702”.
30-11-713. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; changed “[section 2]” to “30-11-702” (two places).

TITLE 31

31-1-111. In (1), changed “development credit corporation” to “development corporation” — see Ch. 320, L. 1983; section 1-11-101(2)(h).

TITLE 32

32-1-325. In (2), inserted “a” before “cashier” — grammar; in (3), changed “date” to “dates” — grammar.
32-2-205. In (1)(b), changed “[section 27]” to “32-2-232” and “[section 30]” to “32-2-241”.
32-2-241. Changed “[section 31]” to “32-2-242”.
32-2-243. In (1), changed “[section 30]” to “32-2-241”.
32-2-251. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 35 through 41]” to “this section and 32-2-252 through 32-2-257”.
32-2-252. In (1)(c), changed “[sections 35 through 41]” to “32-2-251 through 32-2-257”.
32-2-253. In (1), changed “[section 36]” to “32-2-252”.
32-2-254. In (6)(c), changed “[sections 35 through 41]” to “32-2-251 through 32-2-257”.
32-2-255. In (6)(c), changed “[sections 35 through 41]” to “32-2-251 through 32-2-257”.
32-2-256. In (1), changed “[sections 35 through 41]” to “32-2-251 through 32-2-257”.
32-2-431. In (2), deleted “to” before “any other person” — grammar.
32-4-101. In (4), changed “the” to “a” — grammar.
32-4-201. In (1)(c)(iii), deleted “the” before “members” — grammar; in (1)(e)(v), changed “and” to “or” before “city” and before “federal” — uniform style.

TITLE 33

33-1-501. In (1), changed “rating organizations” to “a rating organization — grammar.

33-1-1101. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

33-1-1102. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

33-1-1113. Changed “[section 3]” to “33-1-1111”.

33-1-1114. In (1), (2), changed “[section 2]” to “33-1-1102” and “[section 4]” to “33-1-1113”.

33-2-523. In (2)(a)(ii), (2)(a)(iii), changed “the operative date of [section 6 of House Bill 592]” to “January 1, 1989”.

33-2-524. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “33-2-527”.

33-2-525. In (2)(b), changed “[section 3]” to “33-2-527”.

33-2-526. In (3), changed “[section 3]” to “33-2-527”.

33-2-527. In (1)(a), changed “the operative date of [section 6 of House Bill 592]” to “January 1, 1989”; in (2), changed “[section 5]” to “33-2-529” and “[section 4]” to “33-2-528”; in (3), changed “[section 8]” to “33-20-208” — correction of erroneous reference. “[Section 8]” should have been “[section 6 of HB 592]”.

33-2-528. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “33-2-527”.

33-2-529. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “33-2-527”.

33-2-536. In (2), changed “[sections 3 through 5]” to “33-2-527 through 33-2-529”.


33-3-202. In (1), inserted “and” after “secretary of state” — grammar.

33-17-1001. In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “33-17-411”.

33-18-231. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “33-18-231 through 33-18-235” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

33-18-233. In (2), changed “[this act]” to “33-18-231 through 33-18-235” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

33-18-234. Changed “[this act]” to “33-18-231 through 33-18-235” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

33-18-235. Changed “[this act]” to “33-18-231 through 33-18-234” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

33-20-202. In (1), changed “[section 9]” to “33-20-210”; in (2), changed “subsections (a) through (i)” to “subsections (1)(a) through (1)(i)” — correction of incomplete reference.

33-20-203. In (1)(a), (2), (5), changed “[section 6]” to “33-20-208”.

33-20-204. In (1), changed “[section 6]” to “33-20-208”.

33-20-206. In (1), changed “[section 6]” to “33-20-208”.

33-20-207. In (1), changed “[section 6]” to “33-20-208”.

33-20-208. In (8), changed “[this section, section 7, and Title 33, chapter 20, part 2]” to “this part”; in (8)(e), inserted “this” before “subsection (8)” — arrangement.

33-20-209. In introduction, (1), changed “[33-20-204 through 33-20-207 and section 6]” to “33-20-204 through 33-20-208”.

33-20-210. In (1)(c), changed “[section 6]” to “33-20-208”.

33-20-211. In (2), changed “[33-20-203 through 33-20-207 and section 6]” to “33-20-203 through 33-20-208”.

33-20-212. In (1)(f), changed “[33-20-204 through 33-20-207 and section 6]” to “33-20-204 through 33-20-208”; in (1)(g), changed “[33-20-203 through 33-20-207 and section 6]” to “33-20-203 through 33-20-208”.

33-20-513. Changed “commission” to “commissioner” — uniform terminology (see 33-1-202).

33-22-704. In (3), changed “[This act]” to “This part”.

33-30-307. In (2), inserted “the” before “individual policy” — grammar.

TITLE 35

35-4-108. Changed “[Sections 1 through 23]” to “This chapter”.

35-4-109. In introduction, (1), (4), (6), changed “[sections 1 through 23]” to “this chapter”.

35-4-110. In (1), changed “[Sections 1 through 23 apply]” to “This chapter applies” — grammar; in (1), (2) (three places), changed “[sections 1 through 23]” to “this chapter”.

35-4-111. Changed “[sections 1 through 23]” to “this chapter”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
35-4-205. Changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-4-208. Changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-4-209. In (2) (two places), changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-4-301. In (4), changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter" (two places).
35-4-403. Changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-4-411. In (1)(a), changed "[section 12]" to "35-4-206"; in (1)(b), (4), changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-4-501. Changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-4-502. Changed "[sections 1 through 23]" to "this chapter".
35-6-201. At end of (4)(a), deleted "and" — redundant.

TITLE 37

37-2-311. In (1), changed "the" to "a" before "person’s" — grammar.
37-2-312. Changed "[section 1]" to "37-2-311" (two places).
37-3-311. In (3), changed "successors" to "its successor" — grammar.
37-4-401. In (4), inserted "or" before "medications" — grammar.
37-4-402. At end of (5)(g), inserted "and" — uniform style.
37-4-404. (2) rearranged — sentence structure.
37-21-101. In introduction, changed "[this act]" to "this chapter".
37-21-201. Changed "[this act]" to "this chapter" (two places).
37-21-302. In (2), changed "subsection (2) of [section 2]" to "37-21-301(2)".
37-21-405. Changed "[this act]" to "this chapter".
37-21-406. Changed "[this act]" to "this chapter" (two places).
37-22-101. Changed "affect" to "affects" — grammar; changed "[sections 2 through 13]" to "this chapter" (two places); changed "[section 4]" to "37-22-201".
37-22-102. In introduction, (3), changed "[sections 2 through 13]" to "this chapter"; in (1), changed "[section 1]" to "2-15-1854".
37-22-201. In (1) (two places), changed "[this act]" to "this chapter" — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2), changed "[section 13]" to "37-22-411"; in (7), changed "[sections 2 through 13]" to "this chapter".
37-22-301. In (1), (4), changed "[sections 2 through 13]" to "this chapter"; in (2)(c), changed "[section 4]" to "37-22-201".
37-22-303. In (1) (two places), changed "[section 6]" to "37-22-301".
37-22-305. In (1), changed "[sections 2 through 13]" to "this chapter".
37-22-311. In (5), changed "[section 13]" to "37-22-111".
37-22-312. In (1), changed "[section 10]" to "37-22-311".
37-22-411. In (1)(a), (1)(c) (two places), changed "[sections 2 through 13]" to "this chapter".
37-30-403. In (5), changed "[sections 11 and 12]" to "37-30-406 and 37-30-407".
37-30-404. In (1), changed "[section 13]" to "37-30-310".
37-30-405. In (2), changed "[section 11], [section 12]" to "37-30-406, 37-30-407".
37-30-425. In (1), changed "[section 11], [section 12]" to "37-30-406; 37-30-407".
37-42-307. In (1), changed "providing" to "provided" — grammar.
37-42-308. In (4), inserted "the" before "certificate holder" — grammar.
37-50-201. In (5), changed "proceeding" to "proceedings" — grammar.
37-60-101. In (6), changed "[section 1]" to "2-15-1891".
37-60-406. Changed "[this act]" to "this chapter" — the prior reference and the new reference overlap, with some material in the prior reference not contained in the new reference but which material does not affect the meaning of the reference, and with some material in the new reference not contained in the prior reference but which additional material does not affect the meaning of the reference.
37-62-101. In introduction, changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-102. In (2), changed "[this act]" to "this chapter" — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (3), changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-201. In introduction, changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-203. In (1), (2)(b), changed "[section 6]" to "37-62-202"; in (3), changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-205. In (1), changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-207. Inserted "the" before "field" — grammar.
37-62-208. In (2), changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-212. In (5), (6), changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-62-301. In (3), changed "[section 15]" to "37-62-311".
37-62-311. Changed "[sections 1 through 15]" to "this chapter".
37-67-309. (2) rearranged — sentence structure.
TITLE 39

39-1-103. In (1), after “department” and “commissioner”, deleted “of labor and industry” — redundant.
39-1-104. Deleted “of labor and industry” after “department” — redundant.
39-7-301. Changed “[Sections 1 through 10]” to “This part”.
39-7-303. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
39-7-304. In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “39-7-305”.
39-7-306. In (3), changed “[section 4]” to “39-7-304”; in (4), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
39-7-307. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
39-7-308. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
39-30-101. Changed “[Sections 1 through 10]” to “This chapter”.
39-30-102. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
39-30-103. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
39-30-106. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter” (two places).
39-30-107. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
39-30-108. Changed “[Sections 1 through 10]” to “This chapter”.
39-30-201. In (1)(a), changed “[section 3]” to “39-30-202” and “[section 8]” to “39-30-206”; in (2), changed “[section 3]” to “39-30-301”.
39-30-203. In introduction, changed “[section 5]” to “39-30-202”; in (1) (two places), (2) (two places), (3), (4), changed “[section 3]” to “39-30-103”; in (2), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “December 20, 1983”.
39-30-206. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “This chapter” — grammar; in (2), changed “[subsection 4]” to “39-30-207” — arrangement.
39-30-207. In (1), (3)(c) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”; in (1), inserted “provided for in 39-30-206” and in (3)(a), changed “(8)” to “(9)” — arrangement; in (3)(a), changed “[section 3]” to “39-30-103”; in (3)(b) (two places), (3)(c), changed “(4)(c)(i)” to “(3)(a)”, in (4), changed “(4)(b)” to “(2)” (two places) and “(4)(a)” to “(1)”, and in (5) (two places), changed “this subsection (4)” to “this section” — arrangement.
39-31-109. Changed “the effective date of this act” to “July 1, 1973”.
39-31-312. Changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “July 14, 1982”; changed “[section 1]” to “53-30-151”.

TITLE 40

40-8-103. In (11), changed “[section 1]” to “40-6-135”.
40-8-109. In (1)(b), changed “[section 1(2) through (4)]” to “40-6-135(2) through (4)”.

TITLE 41

41-1-306. Changed “[section 5]” to “41-3-408”.
41-3-1102. In (3), inserted “Operator of a youth care facility means”, deleted “shall be deemed to be an operator of a youth care facility within the meaning of this chapter after “ward”, and changed “chapter” to “part” — arrangement; in (4), deleted “where used in this chapter” — arrangement; in (7), changed “41-3-502 through 41-3-504” to “41-3-1141 through 41-3-1143” — sections renumbered, sec. 31, Ch. 465, L. 1983.
41-3-1103. In (2)(c), deleted “The department may” — arrangement.
41-3-1104. In (1), (2), inserted “of institutions” after “department” — clarification.
41-3-1105. Changed “chapter” to “part” — arrangement.
41-3-1106. In (2), changed “41-5-807” to “41-3-1115” — section renumbered, sec. 31, Ch. 465, L. 1983.
41-3-1111. In (1)(c), deleted “of social and rehabilitation services” after “department” — redundant, arrangement.
41-3-1121. In (1), changed “chapter” to “part” — arrangement; in (2), changed “41-3-104” to “41-3-1122” and in (2)(c), changed “41-5-807” to “41-3-1115” — sections renumbered, sec. 31, Ch. 465, L. 1983.
41-3-1122. In (1), (2), changed “children” to “youth” and in (3) (three places), changed “child” to “youth” — parallel construction; in (3), changed “41-5-807” to “41-3-1115” — section renumbered, sec. 31, Ch. 465, L. 1983.
41-3-1124. In (1), (2), changed “41-5-805” to “41-3-1123” — section renumbered, sec. 31, Ch. 465, L. 1983; in (3), deleted “of social and rehabilitation services” after “department” — redundant, arrangement.
41-3-1125. In (2), deleted “of social and rehabilitation services” after “department” — redundant, arrangement.
41-3-1141. Changed “chapter” to “part” — arrangement.
41-5-306. In (1)(a), (1)(c), changed “[section 7]” to “41-3-1102” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
41-5-403. In (1)(b), changed “[section 7]” to “41-3-1102” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (4), changed “[section 2]” to “53-21-505”.

41-5-523. In (1)(b), changed “[section 7]” to “41-3-1102” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2), (6), changed “[section 2]” to “53-21-505”; in (6), changed “[section 4]” to “53-21-507”.

41-5-704. In (1), deleted “whereby” before “such county” — redundant.

TITLE 44

44-2-402. In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “44-2-401”.
44-4-103. In (6), changed “[section 2]” to “44-4-111”.
44-4-112. Changed “[section 2]” to “44-4-111”.
44-11-301. Changed “[Sections 1 through 12]” to “This part”.
44-11-302. Changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “this part”.
44-11-304. In (5), changed “[section 8]” to “44-11-308”.
44-11-305. In introduction, changed “[section 4]” to “44-11-304”.
44-11-307. Changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “this part”.
44-11-308. Changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “this part” (two places); changed “do” to “does” — grammar.
44-11-309. In (1), (2) (two places), changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “this part”.
44-11-310. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 12]” to “this part”.
44-11-312. Changed “[sections 1 through 11]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
44-12-204. In (2), changed “44-12-102(g)” to “44-12-102(1)(g)” — correction of incomplete reference.

TITLE 45

45-2-311. In (1)(a), changed “[section 1]” to “82-10-104”.
45-9-111. In introduction, changed “[sections 2 through 6 and 45-9-202, MCA]” to “45-9-112 through 45-9-116 and 45-9-202”.
45-9-116. In (1), changed “[Sections 2 through 5]” to “Sections 45-9-112 through 45-9-115”.

TITLE 46

46-18-222. In introduction, changed “[section 1]” to “46-18-224”.
46-18-249. In (1), changed “[Sections 1 through 9 do]” to “Sections 46-18-241 through 46-18-249 do”.
46-18-304. In (8), inserted “that” — grammar.
46-20-702. In (2), inserted “the” before “judge” — grammar.
46-20-705. In (2), changed “none” to “no” — grammar.

TITLE 49

49-2-309. In (2), changed “act” to “section” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
49-2-405. Changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “Title 39, chapter 30”; changed “[section 3]” to “39-30-103”.
49-3-103. In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “Title 39, chapter 30” and changed “[section 3]” to “39-30-103”.
49-3-106. In (3), changed “[section 4]” to “49-3-105”.
49-3-308. In (2), changed “[section 12]” to “49-3-311”.
49-3-312. In (1)(a), changed “[section 9]” to “49-3-308” and “[section 5]” to “49-3-304”; in (1)(b), changed “[section 8]” to “49-3-307”; in (3), changed “[section 10]” to “49-3-309”.

TITLE 50

50-5-106. Changed “provision” to “provisions” — grammar.
50-5-211. Changed “[section 2]” to “50-5-210”.
50-5-227. In (1), changed “[sections 1 and 2]” to “50-5-225 and 50-5-226”.
50-5-228. Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “50-5-225 through 50-5-230” (two places).
50-5-230. In (1), (3), (4), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “50-5-225 through 50-5-230”; in (2), changed “[section 2(1)]” to “50-5-226(1)”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
50-5-301. In (1)(e)(i), inserted “[50-5-302(2)]” — correction of erroneous reference.
50-5-302. In (4), inserted “[applicant]” — correction of incorrect terminology.
50-5-404. In (6), changed “this part” to “50-5-402 through 50-5-411” — arrangement, after enactment of “this part” by Ch. 197, L. 1967, 50-5-421 through 50-5-424 were codified as part of it.
50-5-421. Changed [Sections 1 through 4] to “Sections 50-5-421 through 50-5-424”.
50-5-422. In introduction, changed [“sections 1 through 4”] to “50-5-421 through 50-5-424”.
50-8-101. In introduction, changed “this act” to “this part”.
50-8-102. In (2), changed [“section 3”] to “50-8-105”.
50-50-205. Changed “[section 4]” to “50-2-108(2)”.
50-50-305. In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “50-2-108(2)”.
50-51-204. Changed “[Sections 1 through 4]” to “Sections 50-5-421 through 50-5-424”.
50-52-302. In (1), inserted “[account]” — correct name of fund account; changed “[section 4]” to “50-2-108(2)”.
50-76-102. In (1)(a), inserted “of workers’ compensation” after “division” — name completion, see Ch. 182, L. 1975.
50-76-103. In (1)(a), inserted “of workers’ compensation” after “division” — name completion, see Ch. 182, L. 1975.
50-76-104. Inserted “of workers’ compensation” after “division” — name completion, see Ch. 182, L. 1975.
50-76-106. Inserted “of workers’ compensation” after “division” — name completion, see Ch. 182, L. 1975.

TITLE 53

53-1-203. In (3), changed “the effective date of this act” to “July 14, 1982”.
53-2-301. Changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”.
53-2-302. Changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”.
53-2-304. In (4), changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”.
53-2-306. Changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”.
53-2-307. Changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”.
53-2-322. In (1), changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”, and changed [“section 7]” to “53-2-813”.
53-2-323. In introduction, changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “part 8 of this chapter”.
53-2-801. Changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”.
53-2-802. In introduction, (7), changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”; in (1), changed “Title 53, chapter 2, part 3” to “part 3 of this chapter”.
53-2-803. Changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “this part” (two places).
53-2-812. In (1), changed [“section 3(2)”] to “53-2-811(2)” and [“section 3(3)”] to “53-2-811(3)”.
53-2-813. In (1)(a), changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “this part”; in (3), changed [“section 4]” to “53-2-812”.
53-3-301. Changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “Title 53, chapter 2, part 8”.
53-3-304. In (1), changed [“sections 1 through 8]” to “53-2-822”.
53-4-511. In (4), changed “state department of health” to “department of health and environmental science” — correct name of department.
53-5-501. Changed [“Sections 1 through 10]” to “This part”.
53-5-503. In introduction, changed [“sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
53-5-504. In (1), changed [“this act”] to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
53-5-512. In (1), changed [“section 4]” to “53-5-511”.
53-5-513. In (1), changed [“this act”] to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), changed [“section 4]” to “53-5-511”; in (2), (3), changed [“section 6(1)]” to “subsection (1)”; in (3)(a), changed [“sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
53-5-514. Changed [“section 4]” to “53-5-511”.
53-5-512. Changed [“sections 1 through 10]” to “this part”.
53-5-525. Changed [“section 4]” to “53-5-511” and [“section 6]” to “53-5-513”.
53-5-601. In introduction, changed [“this act”] to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
53-5-602. Changed [“this act”] to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
53-5-603. Changed “on passage and approval” to “on April 27, 1983”.
53-5-606. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

53-6-401. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 5]” to “this part”.
53-6-402. In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 5]” to “this part”; in (3), changed “[section 2]” to “subsection (1)”.

53-10-501. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), deleted “section” after “U.S.C.” — uniform terminology.

53-10-502. In (2), changed “[section 3]” to “53-10-503”; in (2)(b), changed “[section 4(2)]” to “53-10-504(2)”.

53-20-102. In (7)(b), changed “[section 3]” to “53-20-106”.
53-21-102. In (10)(b), changed “[section 3]” to “53-21-106”.

53-21-502. Inserted “of institutions” after “department” — clarification, see 53-1-202 and statement of intent under this section (annotations).

53-30-132. In (1), deleted “Provided” — redundant.

53-30-141. In (3), changed “[section 1]” to “subsection (2)” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

53-30-152. Changed “[section 1]” to “53-30-151”.

53-30-211. (2nd Version) Changed “[section 2]” to “53-21-505”.

TITLE 60

60-1-103. Rearranged — alphabetization.

60-2-105. In (1), changed “[13]” to “[14]”; in (2), changed “[14]” to “[15]”; and in (3), changed “[15]” to “[16]” — rearrangement of 60-1-103.


60-3-218. In (1) (two places), changed “[section 2]” to “60-3-217”.

60-4-209. In (2)(b), changed “subsection (a)” to “subsection (2)(a)” — correction of incomplete reference; in (5), changed “Title 60, chapter 4, part 2” to “this part”.

60-11-111. In (2)(b), (2)(c), changed “subsection (1)” to “subsection (2)(a)” — arrangement; in (2)(d), changed “subsection (1)” to “subsection (2)(c)” — arrangement, correction of erroneous reference — subsection (2)(a) does not provide for acquisition while (2)(c) does.

TITLE 61

61-3-321. In (7), deleted “[1)” after “61-3-317” — redundant.

61-3-443. Inserted “a” before “form” — grammar.

61-3-446. Changed “[section 1, 2, or 3]” to “61-3-443, 61-3-444, or 61-3-445”.

61-4-501. In introduction, changed “[act]” to “part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

61-4-503. In (1), inserted “in which case the manufacturer shall replace it” — grammar, parallel construction; in (2), changed “tax” to “taxes” and “fee” to “fees” — grammar.

61-4-504. In introduction, changed “[section 3(1)]” to “61-4-503(1)”.

61-4-505. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; changed “section 3” to “61-4-503”.

61-4-506. Changed “[act]” to “part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

61-4-507. Changed “[section 3]” to “61-4-503”.

61-8-305. In (2), changed “[this act]” to “61-8-304” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

61-8-349. In (2)(c), changed “section” to “subsection (2)” — arrangement, correction of recodification error.

61-8-401. In (5), changed “[section 4]” to “61-8-406” (two places), “[section 6]” to “61-8-408”, and “[section 11]” to “61-8-722”.

61-8-404. In (1), changed “[section 4]” to “61-8-406”.

61-8-406. Changed “[section 11]” to “61-8-722”; changed “the state” to “this state” — uniform terminology, to conform to composite of 61-8-401.

61-8-407. Changed “[section 4]” to “61-8-406”.

61-8-408. Changed “[section 4]” to “61-8-406” (three places).

61-8-602. Inserted “by” before “chapter 7” — grammar, sentence structure.

61-8-722. In (1), (2), (3), (4), changed “[section 4]” to “61-8-406”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
61-9-419. Changed “this part” to “61-9-420 through 61-9-423” — assuming “part” intended to mean “act”; the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

61-9-420. In (3), changed “[this act]” to “61-9-419 through 61-9-423” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “January 1, 1984”.

61-9-421. In introduction, changed “[Section 2]” to “Section 61-9-420”.

61-9-422. Changed “[section 2]” to “61-9-420” (two places).

61-9-423. In introduction, (1) (two places), changed “[section 2]” to “61-9-420”.

TITLE 67

67-1-105. Inserted “except 67-3-212” — arrangement, 67-3-212 was enacted in 1983 with a codification instruction making only chapter 3 applicable.

67-1-301. In (3)(a)(i), inserted “Laws of 1983” — completion of reference; in (3)(a)(ii), changed “subsections (3) and (4)” to “subsections (3)(a) and (3)(b)” — arrangement; in (3)(b)(iii), changed “subsection (5)” to “subsection (3)(c)” — arrangement; in (5)(c), changed “subsection (3)” to “subsection (3)(a)” — arrangement.

TITLE 69

69-3-701. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”; in (3), changed “[section 3]” to “69-3-702”; in (4)(a), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 1983”.

69-3-702. Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”; changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 1983”.

69-3-711. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

69-3-712. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “69-3-702” and “[section 5]” to “69-3-711”.

69-3-713. Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “this part”.

69-4-602. Changed “upon” to “after” — grammar.

69-4-603. In (2), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “October 1, 1983”.

69-12-102. In (1), inserted “(1)(g), and (2)” — arrangement of Ch. 227, L. 1981, amendment to 69-12-201. See compiler’s comments to 69-12-201.

TITLE 70

70-9-102. In (1), deleted “a” before “private banker” and in (9), inserted “a” before “creditor” — grammar, parallel construction.

70-9-316. In (2), deleted “of revenue” after “department” — redundant.

70-30-321. In (1), inserted “whenever” — grammar.

TITLE 72

72-4-101. In (2), changed “72-4-301” to “72-4-310” — section renumbered.

72-4-303. In (1), changed “72-4-301” to “72-4-310” — section renumbered.

72-4-311. In (1) (two places), changed “72-4-301” to “72-4-310” — section renumbered.

72-5-321. In (2)(d)(ii), changed “have” to “has” — grammar.

72-16-331. In introduction, (2)(a), (2)(b), changed “72-16-331 through 72-16-342 and [sections 17 through 23]” to “72-16-331 through 72-16-349”.

72-16-333. In (1), changed “72-16-331 through 72-16-342 and [sections 17 through 23]” to “72-16-331 through 72-16-349”.

72-16-334. Changed “72-16-331 through 72-16-342 and [sections 17 through 23]” to “72-16-331 through 72-16-349”.

72-16-337. In (1), changed “72-16-331 through 72-16-342 and [sections 17 through 23]” to “72-16-331 through 72-16-349”.

72-16-338. In (3), changed “72-16-331 through 72-16-342 and [sections 17 through 23]” to “72-16-331 through 72-16-349”.

72-16-342. In (1), changed “[section 22]” to “72-16-348”.

72-16-344. In (1), changed “[section 18(1)]” to “this subsection”.

72-16-491. In (3), changed “72-16-491” to “this section”.

72-17-102. In (8), changed “Part” to “Parts” and inserted “or” before “other fluids” — grammar, parallel construction.

72-25-402. In (1)(b), (1)(e), (2)(e), changed “[section 10]” to “72-25-406”; in (1)(c), changed “[section 8]” to “72-25-404”; in (1)(d), (2)(d), changed “[section 9]” to “72-25-405”; in (1)(f), changed “[section 11]” to “72-25-407”; in (1)(g), (2)(f), changed “[sections 12 and 13]” to “72-25-408 and 72-25-409”; in (1)(b), (2)(g), changed “[section 14]” to “72-25-410”; in (2)(i), changed “[section 15(1)(b)]” to “72-25-411(1)(b)”; in (3), changed “[section 15]” to “72-25-411”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
72-25-409. Changed “[section 5(1)(c)]” to “72-25-401(1)(c)”.
72-25-410. Changed “[sections 12 and 13]” to “72-25-408 and 72-25-409”.
72-25-411. In (3)(c), changed “[section 11]” to “72-25-407”; in (4), changed “[section 7]” to “72-25-403”.

TITLE 75

75-7-301. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
75-7-303. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (2), changed “[section 4]” to “2-15-213”.
75-7-306. Changed “[section 8]” to “75-7-305”.
75-10-532. In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “Title 75, chapter 10, part 6”.
75-10-601. Changed “[Sections 1 through 4] are” to “This part is” — grammar.
75-10-602. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “this part”.
75-10-604. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 1 through 4]” to “this part”.
75-16-101. Changed “[act]” to “part”.
75-16-102. In introduction, (2), changed “[act]” to “part”.
75-16-105. Changed “[act]” to “part”.
75-16-106. Changed “[act]” to “part”.
75-16-107. Changed “[act]” to “part”.
75-16-108. Changed “[act]” to “part”.
75-16-109. Changed “[act]” to “part” (two places).

TITLE 76

76-2-411. In (2), changed “[section 7]” to “41-3-1102” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
76-2-412. In (1), changed “41-3-501 through 41-3-504” to “41-3-1141 through 41-3-1143” — sections renumbered, sec. 31, Ch. 465, L. 1983.
76-13-601. In (5), inserted “For the purposes of this section” — arrangement.
76-14-112. In (2), changed “[section 7]” to “76-14-116”.
76-15-305. In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “76-15-301(2)”.
76-15-311. In (1), changed “[section 1] and [section 2]” to “76-15-301(2) and 76-15-305”.
76-15-541. In (1), changed “[sections 11 through 17]” to “76-15-541 through 76-15-547”.
76-15-545. In (1), changed “[section 14]” to “76-15-544”.
76-21-101. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 10]” to “this chapter”.
76-21-301. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “76-21-103”.
76-21-302. In introduction, changed “[section 3]” to “76-21-103”.
76-21-303. Changed “[section 5]” to “76-21-302”.

TITLE 77

77-2-401. In (3), changed “[section 3]” to “77-2-403”.
77-2-402. Changed “[section 1]” to “77-2-401”.
77-3-305. In (1), changed “entities” to “entity” — grammar; at end of (1), inserted “or” — uniform style.
77-6-306. In (3), changed “their” to “the” — grammar; in (4), inserted “the” before “valuation” — grammar.

TITLE 80

80-4-401. Changed “[Sections 1 through 71]” to “Parts 4 through 7 of this chapter”.
80-4-402. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 71]” to “parts 4 through 7 of this chapter”; in (8), (9), deleted “sections” after “U.S.C.” — uniform terminology; in (9), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to “July 1, 1983”; in (10), changed “[sections 1 through 54]” to “parts 4 through 6 of this chapter”; in (19), (24), changed “[sections 22 through 46]” to “part 5 of this chapter”.
80-4-403. Changed “[sections 1 through 71]” to “parts 4 through 7 of this chapter”.
80-4-404. Changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”.
80-4-405. In (1), changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”.
80-4-407. Changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”.
80-4-408. Changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”.
80-4-409. In introduction, changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”; in (2), changed “[sections 1 through 54]” to “parts 4 through 6 of this chapter”.
80-4-410. Changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter” (two places).
80-4-411. Changed “[sections 1 through 71]” to “parts 4 through 7 of this chapter”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
80-4-421. In (1), (1)(b), changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”; in (1)(g), changed “[section 31]” to “80-4-523” — correction of erroneous reference which should have been “[section 30]”; in (1)(g), changed “[sections 32 and 34]” to “80-4-525 and 80-4-527”; in (1)(h), changed “[section 38]” to “80-4-531”; in (1)(i), changed “[section 31]” to “80-4-542”; in (1)(k), changed “[sections 1 through 54]” to “parts 4 through 6 of this chapter”.

80-4-423. Changed “if” to “and” — grammar.

80-4-427. Changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”; changed “[section 31]” to “80-4-429”.

80-4-428. In (1), changed “and is” to “when” — grammar; changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”.

80-4-429. In (2)(two places), changed “[sections 1 through 54]” to “parts 4 through 6 of this chapter”; in (2) (two places), changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”.

80-4-501. In (2), deleted “where’ and changed “are” to “is” — grammar.

80-4-502. In (1), changed “[sections 22 through 54]” to “parts 5 and 6 of this chapter”; in (1)(e), changed “[sections 25 and 26]” to “80-4-505”; in (1)(h), changed “[sections 22 through 46]” to “this part”.

80-4-504. In (1), changed “[sections 25 and 26]” to “this section and 80-4-505”; in (4), changed “[section 26]” to “80-4-505”.

80-4-505. In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “80-4-405”; in (2), changed “[section 50]” to “80-4-604”; in (3), changed “[section 27]” to “80-4-506”.

80-4-526. In (1)(i), changed “[sections 22 through 46]” to “this part”.

80-4-528. Changed “[section 34]” to “80-4-527” (two places) and “[section 20]” to “80-4-429”.

80-4-530. Changed “[sections 25 and 26]” to “this section and 80-4-505”; in (4), changed “[section 26]” to “80-4-505”.

80-4-531. In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “80-4-405”; in (2), changed “[section 50]” to “80-4-604”; in (3), changed “[sections 27]” to “80-4-506”.

80-4-534. Changed “[sections 23 and 27]” to “80-4-506” (two places).

80-4-535. In (2)(b), changed “[sections 22 through 46]” to “this part”.

80-4-539. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 22 through 46]” to “this part”.

80-4-601. In (5)(e), changed “[section 50]” to “80-4-604”; in (5)(f), (3)(h), changed “[sections 47 through 54]” to “this part”; in (4), changed “[sections 47 through 50]” to “this part” — correction of erroneous reference which should have been “[sections 47 through 54]”.

80-4-602. In (2), changed “[his]” to “its” — grammar.

80-4-603. In (1), (5), changed “[sections 47 through 50]” to “this part” — correction of erroneous reference which should have been “[sections 47 through 54]”; in (5), changed “[section 12]” to “80-4-421”.

80-4-604. In (2), changed “[section 5]” to “80-4-405”.

80-4-725. Changed “[Section 68]” to “Section 80-4-724”.

80-4-727. Changed “[section 67]” to “80-4-723”.

80-7-1103. Changed “81-1-402” to “80-7-1102” — section renumbered.

80-11-205. In (1)(e), changed “[section 1]” to “80-11-201” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

80-12-101. Changed “[Sections 2 through 28]” to “This chapter”.

80-12-102. In (1), (1)(c), changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”; in (1)(b), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-3011”.

80-12-103. In (4), changed “[section 10]” to “80-12-301” and changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”.

80-12-104. Changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”.

80-12-205. Changed “[sections 5 through 8]” to “80-12-201 through 80-12-204”.

80-12-301. In (2), changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”.

80-12-302. Changed “[section 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”.

80-12-305. Changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”.

80-12-311. Changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter” (three places).

80-12-313. Changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter”.

80-12-314. Changed “[sections 2 through 28]” to “this chapter” (two places).

80-12-403. Changed “[section 10]” to “80-12-301”.

TITLE 81

81-3-211. In (3)(b), changed “have” to “has” — grammar.

81-6-301. Changed “[This act]” to “This part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

81-6-302. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), changed “[section 3]” to “2-15-3104”; in (3), changed “[section 6]” to “81-6-313”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
81-6-313. At end of (2)(e), deleted “and” and at end of (2)(f), added “and” — arrangement; in (2)(g), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

81-22-208. In (2), changed “the” to “this” — grammar.


TITLE 85

85-2-112. In (6), changed “[section 17]” to “85-2-319”.

85-2-113. In (1), changed “[section 17]” to “85-2-319”.

85-2-232. In (1), changed “[section 1]” to “70-20-115”.

85-2-307. In (1)(b)(ii), changed “[section 1]” to “70-20-115”.

85-2-403. In (2), changed “subsection (2)” to “85-2-402(6)” — former subsection (2) was deleted and reenacted as 85-2-402(6) by secs. 15 and 16, Ch. 448, L. 1983.

85-2-421. Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “85-2-426”.

85-2-422. Changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “85-2-426”.

85-2-424. In (2), changed “in this act” to “under 85-2-423” — section 3 of this act became 85-2-423 and provides for form to be prescribed.

85-2-425. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 6]” to “85-2-426”.

85-3-401. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), (2), changed “[section 2, 6, 8, or 10]” to “85-3-411 or 85-3-415 through 85-3-415”.

85-3-411. In (2), changed “[section 6]” to “85-3-414”.

85-3-412. In (1)(c), changed “[section 12]” to “85-3-424”, “[section 5]” to “85-3-422” and “[section 6]” to “85-3-414”.

85-3-413. Changed “[section 2]” to “85-3-411” and “[section 5]” to “85-3-422”; changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

85-3-414. In (1), changed “[section 5]” to “85-3-422” and “[section 2]” to “85-3-411”.

85-3-415. Changed “[section 2]” to “85-3-411” and “[section 5]” to “85-3-422”.

85-3-416. Changed “[section 6 or 8]” to “85-3-414”.

85-3-417. In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “85-3-411” (two places); in (2), changed “[section 3]” to “85-3-412”.

85-3-421. In (2), deleted “A majority of the commissioners constitutes a quorum” — redundant.

85-3-422. In (1), changed “[section 12]” to “85-3-424”.

85-3-423. Changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

85-7-1902. In (2), inserted “and” before “employ” — grammar.


85-7-2103. In (4), inserted “the” before “lands” — grammar.

85-7-2104. In (1), in parenthetical material, changed “shall be” to “is” — grammar.

85-7-2110. Inserted “of commissioners” after “board” — clarification.


TITLE 87

87-1-304. In (1), inserted “or” before “shorten”, changed “bow” to “bows”, and inserted “or” before “animals” — grammar.

87-1-606. Changed “[sections 1 through 48]” to “part 4, 9, or 10 of chapter 4 of this title”.

87-2-101. In (7), changed “provided, however, that” to “however” — redundant.

87-4-406. In introduction, (3), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”; in (5), changed “[section 16]” to “87-4-421”.

87-4-410. In (6), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

87-4-411. In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

87-4-414. In (2), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

87-4-418. Changed “[section 5]” to “87-4-410”.

87-4-422. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part”.

87-4-423. In (1), changed “[sections 1 through 18]” to “this part” (two places).

87-4-601. In (2)(b), deleted “the” before “state authorities” — grammar.

87-4-901. In introduction, (2), changed “[sections 20 through 35]” to “this part”.

87-4-902. Changed “[Sections 20 through 35] do” to “This part does” — grammar.

87-4-903. Changed “[section 21]” to “87-4-902”.

87-4-905. In (2), changed “[sections 20 through 35]” to “this part”.

87-4-913. Changed “[sections 20 through 35]” to “this part”.

87-4-916. In (1) (two places), changed “[sections 20 through 35]” to “this part”.

87-4-1001. In introduction, (2), changed “[sections 36 through 48]” to “this part”.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
87-4-1002. In (2), changed “[Sections 36 through 48] do” to “This part does” — grammar.
87-4-1004. In (2), changed “[sections 36 through 48]” to “this part”.
87-4-1010. Changed “Title 87, chapter 4, part 3” to “part 3 of this chapter”.
87-4-1012. Changed “[sections 36 through 48]” to “this part”.
87-4-1013. In (1), changed “[sections 36 through 48]” to “this part” (two places).
87-5-102. In (1), changed “[section 2]” to “87-5-121”.
87-5-121. In (2), changed “[section 3]” to “15-30-150”; in (3), changed “[section 4]” to “87-5-122”; in (4), changed “[this act]” to “15-30-150” — more specific reference, the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
87-5-122. In (2)(a), changed “[section 2]” to “87-5-121”.
87-5-204. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “87-5-210” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
87-5-206. In (1), changed “[section 3]” to “87-5-210” — the prior reference contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

TITLE 90

90-5-104. In (2), inserted “refund bonds issued to” — reinstatement of language omitted in codification of sec. 2, Ch. 376, L. 1981.
90-6-104. In (21), changed “[section 18]” to “17-5-1520”.
90-6-205. At end of (3), deleted “and”.
90-6-211. Changed “[section 1]” to “20-9-513”.
90-6-304. In (2), changed “[section 1]” to “15-37-117”.
90-6-305. In (1)(d), (1)(f), changed “[sections 2 and 3]” to “90-6-321 and 90-6-322”.
90-6-307. In (11), changed “subsection (3)” to “subsection (4)” — correction of apparent oversight when new (3) inserted. Only (4) relates to filing objection.
90-6-321. In (4), changed “[section 3]” to “90-6-322”.
90-6-402. In introduction, (6), changed “[this act]” to “this part” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
90-6-403. In (1) (three places), changed “[section 4]” to “90-6-404”.
90-6-404. In introduction, changed “[section 3]” to “90-6-403”.
90-6-405. In (1), changed “[sections 3 and 4]” to “90-6-403 and 90-6-404”; in (2), changed “[section 3] and [section 4]” to “90-6-403 and 90-6-404”.
90-7-101. Changed “[Sections 2 through 26]” to “This chapter”.
90-7-102. In introduction, (5), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”; in (1), changed “[section 1]” to “2-15-1815”; in (2), changed “[section 5]” to “90-7-103”; in (3), changed “[section 4]” to “90-7-104”.
90-7-103. In introduction, changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”; at end of (7), deleted “and” — redundant.
90-7-111. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-112. In (1), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-113. In (1), (2), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-202. In (3), (4), (6), (12), (18), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-203. Inserted “of commerce” after “department” — clarification, no definition.
90-7-204. Changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-211. In (1) (five places), (3), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-302. In (6), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-304. In (1), (3) (two places), (4), changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-305. Changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter”.
90-7-306. Changed “[sections 2 through 26]” to “this chapter” (four places).
90-8-101. Changed “[This act]” to “This chapter” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
90-8-103. In (1) (two places), (2), changed “[this act]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.
90-8-104. In introduction, changed “[this act]” to “this chapter” and in (1), changed “Title 2, chapter 15, part 18” to “2-15-1805” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (6), changed “[section 6]” to “90-8-202” (two places).
90-8-105. Changed “[this act]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

1984 Annotations to the MCA
90-8-201. In (1), changed “[this act]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material than
the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the
meaning of the reference; changed “[section 16]” to “90-8-204” and “[section 6]” to “90-8-202”.

90-8-202. In (1), changed “[section 16]” to “90-8-204”; in (6), changed “[the effective date of this act]” to
“April 18, 1983”.

90-8-203. Changed “subsection (2)” to “90-8-301” — codification, rearrangement, the prior reference
contains less material than the new reference but the additional material in the new reference
does not affect the meaning of the reference; changed “subsection (4)” to “90-8-301(3)” —
codification, rearrangement.

90-8-204. In (3), changed “[section 15]” to “90-8-205”.

90-8-301. In (3), changed “[2]” to “(1)” (two places) — rearrangement.

90-8-302. Changed “[this act]” to “this chapter” (two places) — the prior reference contains more material
than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

90-8-303. In (1), changed “director of the department” to “members of the board” — to effect intent of
amendment by sec. 18(1), Ch. 554, L. 1983.

90-8-312. In (3), changed “[section 6]” to “90-8-202”; in (4), changed “[section 7]” to “90-8-301” — the prior
reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear
in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

90-8-313. In (1), changed “[this act]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material than
the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the
meaning of the reference; changed “[section 7]” to “90-8-301” — the prior reference contains
more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new
reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

90-8-321. In (1), changed “[section 12]” to “90-8-313” and changed “[section 7 of this act]” to “90-8-301” —
the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the material that does
not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), (2), changed
“[this act]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material than the new
reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the
meaning of the reference; in (2), deleted “of commerce” after “department” — redundant.

90-15-101. Changed “[sections 1 through 9]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material
than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect
the meaning of the reference.

90-15-102. In introduction, changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains
more material than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new
reference does not affect the meaning of the reference; in (1), changed “[section 3]” to
“2-15-1018” — the prior reference contains more material than the new reference but the
material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect the meaning of the reference.

90-15-103. Changed “[sections 1 through 8]” to “this chapter” — the prior reference contains more material
than the new reference but the material that does not appear in the new reference does not affect
the meaning of the reference.

90-15-301. In (2), changed “(subsection (2) of [section 3])” to “90-15-201”.


1984 Annotations to the MCA